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VMware Virtual SAN on System x 
Software-Defined Storage Solution

At a glance
The VMware Virtual SAN on System x, 
powered by Intel, radically simplifies VM 
storage management and lowers storage 
TCO. VMware Virtual SAN is a software-
defined storage solution integrated with 
VMware® vSphere® that uses the high 
capacity System x server-side disks  
and flash to deliver a persistent, scalable, 
and high-performance storage tier. Storage 
needs are defined on a per-VM basis 
through a single-pane-of-glass manage-
ment interface. 

Benefits
•	 Save time: Easy to deploy and manage 

storage. VM-centric, policy-based 
management and automation—no  
more LUNs or Volumes.

•	 Granular scaling: Add a disk or a  
System x server to scale up or out  
with modular simplicity.

•	 Cut costs: Reduce TCO—CapEx and 
OpEx—up to 50 percent1.

•	 Simplify deployment: Eliminate over-
provisioning, while continuously providing 
the right capacity and performance to 
meet SLAs.

Redefining Software-Defined Storage 
The VMware® Virtual SAN™ Software-Defined Storage (SDS) solution—featuring System x® 
servers built on Intel® Xeon® processors and Intel® Solid-State Drives (Intel® SSDs)—
redefines storage for virtual environments.

This solution combines best-in-class offerings from VMware, Lenovo and Intel, enabling  
customers to radically simplify storage for virtual machines, easily scale and adapt to 
storage needs automatically, and reduce their total cost of operations in the data center.

Solution Benefits

•	 Save time: Virtual SAN is embedded into the vSphere kernel, making deployment of 
the software-defined storage solution fast and easy. Virtual SAN significantly simplifies 
storage administration using VM-centric policies and built-in automation. 

•	 No special skillsets required: If you know vSphere, you know Virtual SAN. Virtual 
SAN storage provisioning and management can be easily controlled through the 
vSphere web interface.

•	 Granular scaling: To scale up more storage, simply add more disks. To scale out 
overall capacity, just add System x servers, with modular simplicity. Virtual SAN will 
detect and automatically adapt storage to your VM-centric policies.

•	 No single-point of failure: Designed for demanding, business-critical virtualized 
workloads, the solution is built on highly reliable System x servers, with distributed 
RAID architecture, Predictive Failure Analysis, and light-path diagnostics. 

•	 Better performance: A highly tuned and Intel processor-optimized solution on 
System x servers offers 46 percent better virtualization workload performance2.

•	 Reduce TCO: Leverage inexpensive industry-standard storage components instead 
of proprietary, customized storage hardware. Lower energy costs with a great thermal 
design. Save time and money through automation and a pay-as-you-grow approach 
instead of overprovisioning from the start.

•	 Enterprise-grade, high-performance SSDs: Intel® SSDs (DC S3700 Series) are 
known for consistently fast, reliable performance.
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Key Features and Components

Simplicity

Hypervisor-converged and policy-based, Virtual SAN software 
abstracts System x server-side disks and flash to automatically 
deploy VM-centric storage to meet your SLAs. 

Scalability

Dynamically scalable with a set-it-and-forget-it approach, Virtual 
SAN non-disruptively maintains the specified storage capacity for 
your VMs. 

Performance

Virtual SAN on proven System x servers is the ideal combination 
for a high-performance enterprise-class software-defined  
storage solution.

•	 Embedded	in	the	vSphere	kernel,	Virtual	SAN	delivers	the	
shortest I/O data path from disk to virtual machine. 

•	 Running	on	high-performance,	industry-standard	System	x	
servers with up to 36 Intel Xeon processor cores, the solution 
is highly tuned and optimized for virtualized workloads, delivering 
up to 46 percent better performance2. 

•	 Intel	components	deliver	2X	higher	bandwidth3,4, 30 percent 
lower latency3,5, and powerful processing capacity.

•	 Flash-accelerated	with	Intel® SSDs (DC S3700 Series) caching 
enables high storage throughput.

Reliability

System x servers are designed to support the mission-critical 
workloads enterprises depend on every day.

•	 Lenovo	offers	the	most	trusted	server	platforms6. 

•	 System	x	servers	are	known	for	reliability	and	serviceability	
with the highest uptime in the industry7.

•	 The	Intel	SSD	DC	S3700	Series	provides	end-to-end	data	
and power loss protection.

System x Virtual SAN Ready Nodes

VMware and Lenovo offer System x Virtual SAN Ready Nodes, 
which are jointly recommended server configurations to accelerate 
Virtual SAN deployment. 

Each Ready Node is a certified server with specified size, type, 
and quantity of CPU, Memory, Network, I/O Controller, HDD, 
and SSD that are best suited to run a specific Virtual SAN 
workload. The Ready Nodes can be quoted/ordered as-is  
or further customized with Virtual SAN-certified components.

Find Out More

Support and Services

Lenovo offers comprehensive support for the entire line of 
VMware products sold on the Lenovo price list. For customers 
requiring additional services, Lenovo also offers an extensive list  
of services from basic server virtualization to comprehensive cloud 
implementation services. Lenovo is among the leading IT providers 
of services for VMware environments with thousands of VMware-
certified sales and technical professionals worldwide. 

How to Buy

Lenovo offers the majority of the VMware software portfolio 
through its standard distribution and reseller channels. For more 
information about the Virtual SAN on System x solutions, or to 
purchase, contact your Lenovo Business Partner or visit lenovo.
com/thinkserver. 

Registered Lenovo Business Partners: Refer to the Solution 
Reference numbers listed below on the LETS website:

VINSDSFL051 
VINSDSFM051 
VINSDSFH051 
VDISDSFL051 
VDISDSFF051  
BSIVSN34L00 
BSIVSN34M00 
BSIVSN34H00 
BSIVDI34LC0 
BSIVDI34LC1 
BSIVDI34FC0

https://www-304.ibm.com/services/weblectures/dlv/protected/GateProt.wss?handler=Information&customer=partnerworld&offering=tlxr&action=offering&content=tlxr_solutions_vmware-virtual-san&page_to_display=solutions%2Fvmware-virtual-san&parent_page=solutions%2Fvirtualization&repository=techline
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Find Out More
http://www.vmware.com/partners/global-alliances/lenovo/
lenovo-storage.html. 

NEED STORAGE?

NEED SERVICES?

Learn more about LenovoEMC
lenovoemc.com

Learn more about Lenovo Services
lenovo.com/services
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